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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Select two pieces of Prismatic White cardstock for layout 
base. Trim Kraft cardstock into two 6”x 12” pieces. Adhere 
one piece to left side of layout, and second piece to right 
side of layout, aligning both along center seam. 

2 Trim Shine Bright paper (crosshatch side) to 8.5”x 10” and 
adhere to left side of layout, along center seam. Trim a 
second piece of Shine Bright paper (crosshatch side) to 
1.5”x 10” and adhere to right side of layout, along center 
seam.

3 Trim Cozy Plaid paper (floral side) to 9”x 4.5” and adhere to 
left side of layout, 3” from left edge. Trim a second piece 
of Cozy Plaid paper (floral side) to 1.5”x 4.5” and adhere on 
right side of layout, aligning it with first piece.

4 Cut off tear stripe from Climbing Ivy paper (blue script) and 
trim into 9”x .5” and 1.5”x .5” pieces. Adhere 9” strip on left 
side of layout, directly above pink floral paper. Adhere the 
1.5” strip to right side of layout, aligning it with first strip.

5 Tear a strip of Bougainvillea paper (floral side) to 12”x 1”. 
Trim torn strip into two pieces measuring 9”x 1” and 1.5”x 
1”. Adhere 9” strip on left side of layout, directly below 
pink floral paper. Adhere 1.5”strip on right side of layout, 
aligning it with first strip.

6 Add machine or hand stitching along seam of floral papers, 
if desired.

7 Trim Moody Blue cardstock to measure 3.5”x 11” and 
adhere to right side of layout, 7” from right edge.

8 Trim Antique Tile paper (tile side) to 3.25”x 9.75” and 
notch bottom edge to make pennant. Adhere to right 
side of layout, 7” from right edge and 1.5” from top edge, 
overlapping blue cardstock.

9 Adhere one 3.5”x 3.5” photo to left side of layout, 4.5” from 
left edge. Adhere a second 3.5”x 3.5” photo to left side of 
layout, directly right of first photo, on a slight angle.

0 Adhere one 2.5”x 3.5” photo to right side of page, 8.75” 
from right edge and 1.75” from bottom edge.

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

LOVE XOXO (24x12)
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y Trim Fields of Fancy paper (multicolor floral side) to 1.5”x 
1.5” and trim a diagonal piece off top edge of strip. Adhere 
to left side of layout, 2.75” from left edge and 5.25” from 
top edge as shown.

u Select “fixated on you” tag from ephemera pack and 
adhere to left side of layout, 2.5” from left edge and 3” 
from top edge, on a slight angle. Adhere two Prima roses to 
top left corner of tag as shown.

i Select yellow leaf sprigs (2) from ephemera pack and add 
to left side of layout, below Prima rose and to the left of 
“fixated on you” tag.

o Select navy flower from ephemera pack and adhere on left 
side of rose/tag cluster as shown. Adhere the gold leaf clip 
on right side of rose/tag cluster as shown.

p Embellish with enamel 
dots as shown.

[ Lightly 
sprinkle 
black mist 
to white 
areas of 
layout, if 
desired.

{ Trim Transform paper (yellow floral side) to 1.5”x 1.5” and 
trim a diagonal piece off top edge of strip. Adhere to right 
side of layout, 5.5” from right edge and 1.5” from top edge.

} Trim Shine Bright paper (crosshatch side) to 1.5”x 1.5” and 
trim a diagonal piece off top edge of strip. Adhere to right 
side of layout, 4.25” from right edge and 2” from top edge, 
tucking slightly under yellow floral paper. 

q Trim out burlap and white lined cards from kit printables. 
Adhere white lined card to right side of layout, 6.75” from 
right edge and 5.25” from bottom edge. Adhere burlap 
card to right side of layout with 3D adhesive, 4.5” from right 
edge and 5” from bottom edge. 

w Trim #memories tag from kit printables and adhere behind 
top right edge of burlap card. Select gold camera paper 
clip and adhere to left edge of burlap card.

e Trim out blue so grateful tag from kit printables. Adhere to 
right side of page, 9.25” from right edge and 5.75” from 
bottom edge.

r Use kit stamps with green ink to stamp “documented with 
love” on white lined card as shown. Use black ink to stamp 
“DATE” on white lined card as shown.

t Select XOXO die cut from Pinkfresh ephemera pack and 
adhere to right side of layout, 6.75” from right edge and 
4” from bottom edge. Select LOVE die cut and use 3D 
adhesive to adhere to right side of layout, 6.5” from right 
edge and 5” from bottom edge.

photo
3.5 x 3.5

photo
3.5 x 3.5

photo
2.5 x 3.5

title
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1 Select Kraft cardstock for layout base. Using a ruler, find 
center of the cardstock, and mark with a small X in pencil. 
Then draw a vertical pencil line on left and right sides of 
layout, 2” from edges.

2 Trim a 1.5”x 12” strip from a scrap cardstock. Measure up 
.5” from one corner of strip, to opposite edge of strip. Trim 
from the corner to .5” mark to make a diagonal angle.

3 Trim 1.5”x 12” strips from Shine Bright paper, Fields 
of Fancy paper, Night Sky paper, Cozy Plaid paper, 
Bougainvillea paper, Antique Tile paper and Transform 
paper.

4 Find the center of page and lay down cardstock template, 
with the point touching X in center of page. Where the 
template overlaps the 2” pencil line, trim off. 

5 Use cardstock template to trim each patterned paper strip. 
Adhere one strip of paper to layout, touching the point of 
the strip on X in the center.

6 Adhere remaining strips above and below the initial strip 
so one part of the page is filled in. Trim off any excess that 
overhangs edges of layout.

7 Flip your template upside down, and repeat process with 
remaining strips. Adhere first strip to left of first set of strips, 
alternating pattern and color of papers while adhering. Trim 
off any excess that overhangs edges of layout. Add stitching 
along edges of patterned paper strips, if desired.

8 Trim two .5”x 12” strips of Moody Blue cardstock. Adhere 
each strip 1.5” from either side of layout. Punch two .25”x 
12” scallop borders from Aqua cardstock. Adhere on outer 
edges of blue cardstock strips. 

9 Trim a 5.25”x 4.25” piece of Tutu Pink cardstock. Adhere 
with 3D adhesive 2” from right edge and 2” from top edge. 
Select Pinkfresh tag and adhere to left of pink cardstock on 
a slight angle. Adhere two 2.25”x 3.5” photos to center of 
pink cardstock.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions 

ENJOY (12x12)

 Q U A R T E R L Y  C R A F T  K I T S

    (cont’d)
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0 Trim out #today tab from kit printables and adhere 2.5” 
from right edge and 1.5” from top edge.

{ Use black ink with kit stamps to stamp “TODAY’S STORY” 
on top left corner of pink cardstock.

} Select yellow flower from ephemera pack and adhere 3.75” 
from left edge and 2.25” from top edge, overlapping pink 
tag slightly. Select red and gray flowers from ephemera 
pack and adhere 3” from left edge and 3.5” from top edge.

q Select red tulip from ephemera pack and adhere 2.25” from 
left edge and 3.5” from top edge, slightly tucking under the 
red and gray flower. Select red striped leaf from ephemera 
pack and adhere 2” from left edge and 3” from top edge. 
Select black striped leaf from ephemera pack and adhere 
2.5” from left edge and 2.5” from top edge.

w Clip gold flower clip to left edge of Pinkfresh tag. 

e Select “ENJOY” sentiment from ephemera pack and 
adhere 4.5” from left edge and 4.5” from bottom edge.

r Use black ink with the kit stamps to stamp “remember this 
moment” onto a piece of Cozy Plaid paper (floral side). Trim 
to 3.25”x .5” and adhere 4.75” from left edge and 4” from 
bottom edge.

t Select yellow dotted leaf from ephemera pack and adhere 
2.75” from right edge and 4.25” from bottom edge. Select 
red leaf from ephemera pack and adhere to layout 3.25” 
from right edge and 4.75” from bottom edge.

y Select gray/green leaf from t ephemera pack and adhere to 
layout, 2” from right edge and 4.5” from bottom edge.

u Select leaf wood accent and adhere overtop of three leaves 
on right side of page, tucking under pink cardstock.

i Locate two butterflies from ephemera pack. 
Adhere one to layout, 3.25” from left edge 
and 2.50” from top edge.  Adhere second 
butterfly .25” from right edge and 3.75” 
from top edge.

o Embellish with asterisks from wood alpha 
stickers and enamel dots as shown.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions 
 Q U A R T E R L Y  C R A F T  K I T S
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1 Select A2 card base. Trim Antique Tile paper (black side) to 
measure 4.25”x 5.5” and adhere to card base.

2 Trim Antique Tile paper (tile side) to measure 4”x 5.25” and 
adhere to the center of card base.

3 Add machine or hand stitching along edge of card front, 
.25” from edge, if desired.

4 Trim out burgundy plaid card from kit printables and adhere 
to card front, .75” from left edge.

5 Trim a 2.5”x 4” piece of Tutu Pink cardstock, making a 
pennant notch along bottom edge. Adhere to front of card, 
.25” from top edge and 1” from left edge.

6 Add three rows of machine or hand stitching along top 
edge of card front, .5” from top edge, if desired.

7 Trim white circle tag from kit printables and adhere to card 
front, .5” from left edge and .5” from top edge.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step card instructions

CHIN UP CARD (4.25X5.5)

8 Select the “Keep your chin up & don’t ever give up” diecut 
from ephemera pack and use 3D adhesive to adhere to card 
.25” from right edge and 1” from top edge.

9 Select a butterfly die cut from ephemera pack and adhere 
along left edge of circle sentiment, using 3D adhesive.

0 Embellish with 
enamel dots 
as shown.

 Q U A R T E R L Y  C R A F T  K I T S
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Nicole Nowosad
is a working mom from 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 

where she lives with her 

husband, two sons and 

one daughter. She began 

scrapbooking about 15 

years ago while planning 

her wedding. 

Nicole’s style is constantly evolving, but her scrap-

book pages always feature tons of pattern and colour. 

Her favorite products are large fonts, her Silhouette 

die cutter and patterned paper, and she uses all of 

these regularly in her designs.

Nicole has been published in Scrapbook & Cards 

Today Magazine, Scrapbook Trends and Canadian 

Scrapbooker Magazine. She is also the owner and 

designer of Just Nick Cut Files, which features unique 

and modern digital cut file designs. 

See more of Nicole’s work at:

www.justnicks.blogspot.com

designer & kit cut files

To download these exclusive Acorn Avenue 
cutting files, please visit: 
www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctfall17-acorn-avenue

The end of the year is quickly approaching and 
you won’t want to miss out on our last kit of 2017! 

They’ll be on sale November 17 so 
be sure to mark your calendar!

 Q U A R T E R L Y  C R A F T  K I T S
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